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W HAT NEXT …?
Well here I am. Two years
down the road from where I
started writing a little diary for
my own amusement.
After suggestions from my pals
to build a website and publish
my musings, things developed
organically into what it is today
by visitors asking if I was going
to add this and that to my
website too.
I have added loads of things
which should be interesting
and amusing everyone that
visits.
Now I have this newspaper
which seems to be popular and
growing in readers every
month.
So why the strange title you
may ask?
I am reaching out to you my
pawsome readers. As a dog
that steers clear of human
shock/horror/gossip stories I
sometimes find it a bit of a
struggle to write enough articles to produce a fun filled

newspaper for you every
month.
This is where you come in. If
you have a story, poem, news,
recipe or idea you would like
to share get in touch with me
and it could appear in a future
newspaper and on my website.
It could be anything from a
hero animal to a story about a
dog friendly business opening
a new store.
Are you an animal that has a
career or goes to work with
your human?
Have you have considered having your own blog spot but
don’t know how to start?
Are you a business that sells of
manufactures animal products
and want to tell us all about it
Are you a small business that
does not have a website?
Whatever you think may be of
interest of readers and visitors
to the website let me know.

Even if you don’t have anything but have a suggestion for
some future article, contact
me.
My website and newspaper is
for the animal community and
their well behaved humans.
Thank you all for reading and
visiting my website so far,
hopefully you will continue to
do so and more importantly
tell all of your pals too.
To contact me you can email
me at tigger@tigger.club
As an optimistic dog I will
apologise now in case there is
a huge increase of emails in
my inbox that may delay any
replies BOL!
Nose bump to you
Tigger
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A MESSAGE FROM T IGGER
dog and any company that
asks me to review a product
for them, well the honest
truth, good or bad, will be published for you all to make up
your own minds.

Hi readers,
This month’s fun filled newspaper includes my very first official product review. I was not
paid, other than being sent the
products free to test.
My review was tested fully and
you can read about it in this
newspaper.
I did think about keeping it
professional but as you all
know by now I am an honest

I will always say if I have been
paid or receive a product free
so there are no doubts or worries of my reviews being biased
in any way.
Any businesses still interested
in having me review their
product, feel free to contact
me.
My website is undergoing a bit
of an improvement as I have
learnt something new. Some of
you may not be aware but I am
building/improving my website

myself with my very own
paws.
I must add at this point that
my other human was a web
designer but I have resisted
the urge to ask them for help
as I am enjoying the journey of
learning how to do it myself.
My daily adventures are currently restricted to my local
neighbourhood as my human’s
car decided that dumping a
load of liquid on the drive was
necessary to test their stress
levels BOL!
Thank you for reading
Nose bump to you
Tigger

D USTY ’ S D IARY
walkies where I hurdled a
rather surprised large labradoodle, as he was running, to
beat him to his ball!

Hi Readers,
She's been doing some training
with me that seems to involve
baiting me with sausages while
on walkies, cos she says I'm
sometimes an 'embarrassment'
to be out with.
I have no idea what she's talking about.
I do remember some fab

Ah yes and there have been a
few times I've chased surfers
all the way into the sea. I find
these people in their wetsuits
carrying what appears to to be
a body sized floating toy into
the sea strangely fascinating,
and am desperate to play with
them.
The human says I'm lucky the
labradoodle's owner saw the
funny side of my hurdling, and
that the surfers didn't seem to

mind too much, but if I want to
do off lead zoomies, I need to
come back for some sausages
instead of zooming off after
surfers.
It seems like a pretty good
deal.
I don't think the surfers could
be even more tasty than sausages, even if I did manage to
catch one!
Until next time.
Have a pawsome month
Dusty
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N EWS FROM D ORIS - T HE R OVING R EPORTER
regular pub, ok it's only 3 doors
away, but still I dragged them in.
I also went crazy when I heard a
familiar voice, the humans we
very impressed.

Hi Readers,
I am having a rest from roving
for a few weeks and I'm back in
my beloved Brighton.
It's a super place for a hound to
live and there are a lot of us
here.

My reaction involved levitational barking followed by running on the spot to get to whoever asap.
Our poor dog nervous friend
almost had a heart attack but I
needed to lick his face bol.

Since returning I have noticed
an increase in whippets ...
they're running amok all over
the seafront!
Noses in bins, being chased by
humans and trashing picnics.
Whippets are brilliant fun.
Border terriers used to be the
local's choice before I left but I
suppose times change Tigger.
Not much else has changed in a
year.
I remembered my gate, my apple tree (for ablutions) and my
treat cupboard.

So there you have it, you can
take a hound all over Europe for
a year but you can't wipe their
memories of home!
Being a travelling hound I was
fascinated by a local find I'd not
visited before, the Meridian Line
in Peacehaven, East Sussex. Not
only does it claim to divide east
and west but it dictates teatime
(aka 16.00hrs).

Obviously their surprise and my
misbraking was entirely playful.

So I took moment to ponder the
line, time and my homeland in
the west. I read the informative
sign and have some facts from
it. Here we go... and remember
pals, snack time is directly related to this!

I also recalled the route to my

There are 4 Meridians that run

Elaine also laughed because I
thought I remembered every
dog on the promenade, tearing
up to each for a reunion.

through Greenwich from the
North Pole to South. In 1851 an
astronomer called Sir George
Airy founded the Airy Line which
is now the basis of international
time (from now on known as
the Teatime Line)
Anyway, here I am on the line,
standing in the west. The line
marks zero degrees longitude.
Interestingly practical British
mapping is done by a different
line 5.79m to west. Does that
mean my bowl position is out of
sync with time? One for you
quantam hounds.
Many of you may live on this
line. It enters the UK just north
of Withernsea, N Yorks, and
heads south over the Humber.
Passing east
of Cleethorpes, west of
Cambridge,
through
Walthamstow, Greenwich and
Peacehaven.
It then travels through France, Spain and
Africa before reaching the South
Pole.
Next time you're tucking into
your kibble on time think of Sir
Airy, I will be.... and maybe moving my bowl!
See you in Bamburgh pals.
Dozza x
https://dozontour.blog/
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A UTHORS - H ILARY O RME
My 'Mum' is Hilary Orme and she is an author.
She currently has four children's books out,
all available through Amazon.
They are suitable for children in the eight to
twelve age range.
They feature the 'Fearless Five', the central
character of course is Dotty the Salty Sea
Cat.
I have to confess to not being very fond of
water.
My family have two boats, one of which is
the 'Fiona', which features in all of the children's stories.
The setting for each of the stories is The Old
Harbour, which is based on Lydney Harbour
on the River Severn.

Megan Waterfield is not looking forward to the
summer holidays, but a cast of unlikely characters
come together to make this the most memorable, and certainly the most adventurous, time of
her life.
Once you have entered the world of Dotty the
Salty Sea Cat, Billy O and Boat Boy Bob, you will
not want to leave!
A tale of 'Derring Do' with thieves, shipwrecks
and, of course, a most unusual Bengal cat.

Mum started by writing for grown up humans after she had cancer. She gave all of
the proceeds from her book sales and talks
to Macmillan Cancer Support.
The inspiration for the first children's story
came about when Mum was shipwrecked in
the Bristol Channel.
In February, she had a short story called 'The
Golden Bird of Tuvalu' published in the national, children's magazine, 'Aquila'.
She is now having a rest from writing children's books as she is trying to finish a full
length novel about the end of Oliver Cromwell's rule.
You can find out more on our website:
www. hilaryorme.wixsite.com/hilaryorme
Purrs and Fishes,
Love Dotty the Salty Sea Cat. Xxx

Will Megan, Grandma, Boat Boy Bob, Billy O and
of course, Dotty, the famous Salty Sea Cat, be
able to help Rat Boat Ryan and uncover the truth
about the Red Skye?
Can they work together to catch a kidnapper,
tackle bullies, carry out a daring rescue and deal
with rats … lots of rats?
All will be revealed in Red Skye Sunset. This notso-famous five set about solving a new set of
challenges with their usual determination.
The adventure is gripping from start to finish.
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P RODUCT R EVIEW - K9 O RGANICS
I was contacted by a company and asked if
they send some of their products, would I
like to review them.
I eagerly tore open the package to see what
had arrived.
Woo hoo!! ...erm hang on !! What is this?
Really ? My very first official almost nearly
famous product review…and it’s SHAMPOO!!
Now don’t be concerned I love the shampoo,
it is the compulsory bath that is required to
test it that is the problem.BOL!
Read about the testing on page 8
Product Review:
K9 Organics Shampoo
Product(s) Received:
1 x Bottle of Mint Organic Dog Wash
1 x Bottle of Lavender Organic Dog Wash
(both sample size)
Products Used:
Bottle of Mint Organic Dog Wash
Packaging:
Unfussy Clear packaging
Company name and product clearly labelled

5. The bathroom. Although soaked, does not
smell of wet dog.
Overall Product Rating:
I was surprised at how relaxed I felt as my human
was applying it. It’s a pity they followed up with
jugs of water!!
Would I buy the product myself:
Are you kidding me? Three baths in three years is
more than enough for me. Three more than
enough!
Although if I was forced to endure yet another
bath then yes I probably would buy the product
myself.
About the Company:
K9Organics is a vegan,
organic, ethical shampoo
producer based in the
UK.
More information and
how to purchase the
shampoo can be found
on their website:
www.k9organics.co.uk

Using the Product:
1. Pleasant smell—not too strong
2. Not too much foamy stuff.
3. It was surprisingly soothing when applied.
4. Easy to rinse off.
Personal Observations:
1. Despite the wrestling involved I do feel
relaxed
2. My fur feels softer.
3. I smell nice. Not that I was stinky before. I
just don’t have my normal dog smell.
4. My human does not have wet dog smell
on them like other dog shampoos they have
used.

*** EXCLUSIVE TIGGER CLUB OFFER ***
Include the code

TIGGER1

on your next K9 Organics order.
you will receive

15% discount !!
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I NTERVIEW WITH M ONTY
Tell me a little bit about yourself.
I’m Monty and I’m a 10 year
old English Springer Spaniel
living in the Scottish borders.
How many humans/siblings
do you have and long have
you had them?
Mum and dad adopted me
from Springer Rescue Scotland
just over 3 years ago.
I’m an only dog.
I did have a 15 year old
Springer Spaniel brother called
Fergus.
Sadly he crossed the Rainbow
Bridge last October.
Do you work? If so where/
what do you do?
I’m a doggy of leisure but I do
like to help with chores around
the house e.g. ‘hoovering’ the
kitchen floor.
I used to ‘sort’ the mail but we
now have a big cage on our
letterbox .... can’t think why,
BOL!
If you could choose your
name what would it be?
I’m happy with Monty, I think
it’s a pawsome name.
What is your favourite food?
Anything I can get my paws on
is a favourite like bananas, carrots, sardines, horse poo.

I especially like my own vomit
as then you get to eat the
same meal twice. BOL!

cupboard door where my food
is kept and also the fridge
door.

Where is your favourite place
to be?
Snoozing on the settee or if on
our hodilays then playing with
a ball on a beach.

If you could be/do anything
for a day, what would it be?
I’d make it law that the clocks
move forward an hour every
week, indefinitely, so that I
and every other dog get our
meals an hour earlier.

What is your favourite way to
entertain yourself (annoy
your humans)?
Rolling on mum and dad’s bed
especially after a wet and
muddy walk.
Barking at the postman.
I ‘sing’ as well to mum’s piano
playing but if the postie appears at the same time, I can’t
decide whether to sing or bark
so I’ll try and do a bit of both.
BOL!
What is your greatest accomplishment?
I was the March pin-up in the
2016 Springer Rescue Scotland
calendar.

Mum says that it wouldn’t
work and I’d eventually be
having my breakfast when I
should be having my dinner
and vice versa.
Well, I don’t see any problem
with that. BOL!
Finally and most importantly...What was your human’s most embarrassing moment?
I hump cushions occasionally
and that embarrasses mum if
we’ve got visitors. BOL!

And, when I was first rescued I
was very overweight, weighing
36kg.
I’m now at my ideal weight of
22kg.
What is your next goal in life?
To work out how to open the

If you are interested in being interviewed. Email me it at tigger@tigger.club
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H EALTH - B ATH T IME
Being asked to do my very first
official product review has lead
to this month’s health section
focusing on baths.
How often should we be
bathed?
Well pals the fewer baths the
better I say!
Some humans bath us regularly
while others hold an annual
event.
Whichever way your humans
decide make sure if that if you
are to be given frequent baths
then they must use a gentle
shampoo or it may damage
your natural skin oils..

me with treats and lifting me
up to carry me upstairs into the
bathroom.
*Note: Human slightly out of
breath*
What followed next can only
be described as the most entertaining saga of trying to put
a dog in an empty bath ever.
My human tried to put me in
the bath with all four legs and
paws stretched out to avoid
the white chasm of doom.
As one leg is removed from the
outside of the bath to be
placed in, the other three jump
out again.

Some humans ask how do they
bath us. Well pals here is a
blow by blow account of how I
get bathed.

At 21kg I am no lightweight to
be lifting for any length of time.
My human had super strength
on the day

This is probably why some humans prefer to send us to dog
groomers BOL!

Eventually I am in the empty
bath with my human holding
onto me with a wrestling type
grip.
*Note: Human definitely out
of breath*

*Note: Human is feeling very
energetic and eager to bath
me*
I must add that there are no
photographs during this whole
saga as my human has not got
enough arms or hands to work
a camera at this time.
My human and I headed up the
stairs to the bathroom. I then
decided that 10 minutes of
‘catch me if you can’ was more
appropriate.
My human cheated by bribing

At this point my human realises
that there is a big flaw in the
operation.
Both bottles of shampoo are
out of reach on the other side
of the bathroom!
So we are stood in a sort of
stand off. Me in the bath with
my human grappling me to
keep me there and my human
staring at the distant bottles of

shampoo as if they are going to
levitate themselves towards us.
There is nothing else my human can do.
The grip is released to go and
get the shampoo.
I make a bid for freedom and
jump out of the bath.
Unfortunately my human had
closed the door, so I never got
very far.
My human moves the shampoo
so it will be within reach and
then decides to fill the sink
with warm water.
Then remembers to move the
jug within reach too.
*Note: Human slightly out of
breath but still eager to bath
me*
Round two of getting me into
the empty bath starts.
As before I was not going to
make it easy for them.
I must admit though, it did take
less time as I am starting to get
tired too.
*Note: Human starting to look
like they need a lie down*
My human has to let go with
one hand to reach the jug and
fill it with water.
This is where they start using
their body and neck to ‘hug’
me to keep me in the bath.
The first jug of water jolted me
into crazy mode and I started
jumping and struggling about .
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H EALTH - B ATH T IME

(C ONT .)

After several jugs of water and
me jumping about we are both
soaked and I am apparently
ready for the shampoo.
*Note: human is over this
whole bath idea but is past
the point of no return*

me.
They were taking no chances
and still had me in a form of
wrestling grip, but I did not
struggle.
I enjoyed the shampoo. It had
a nice smell and felt good.

My human is now staring at
the two bottles of shampoo.

My human was able to shampoo me all over and started to
relax too.
*Note: Human soaked, tired
but starting to relax*

They wait until this moment to
decide which one to use?
Really?
During their distraction I make
another bid for freedom but
only half escape.
I am now perched over my human’s shoulder dripping loads
of water down their back and
soaking the only dry spot left
on them.
Another wrestling match ensues and I am back in the bath.
*Note: human now sounds
like a marathon runner after a
marathon*
They grab the nearest bottle
and spend a few minutes
wrestling the lid off as their
hands are soaking.
They put a thin line of shampoo along my spine and start
rubbing it over me.
Then the strangest thing happens !!
I feel really relaxed and stop
trying to escape the bath and
allow my human to shampoo

Now for the final rinse off.
The first jug of water jolted me
back into crazy mode and
again I started trying to escape
the bath.
With water flying everywhere
and jugs of water being hurriedly poured over me, I was
eventually rinsed off.
My human, who no longer had
the strength or energy to hold
me, let me go.
I shot out of the bath and
shook all of the water off me.
I believe there was not a single
inch of dry area left in the
bathroom.
*Note: Human remembers
why they don’t bath me often*
My human opened the bathroom door for me to go downstairs while they cleared up
the chaos and devastation that
used to be the bathroom.
I celebrated my new found

freedom while my human was
busy by having a detour onto
the not allowed bed and having a quick roll around to help
dry myself off.
Then I raced down the stairs to
recover from the whole event.
My human eventually came
down stairs after cleaning the
bathroom and getting
changed.
They brought loads of wet
towels and their wet clothes to
put in the laundry.
My human looks extremely
tired now but I am now refreshed and ready for some
play time.
*Note: Human collapses on
the sofa in a heap muttering
’never again’!
This is a picture of me after my
bath.
Still very wet but smelling a lot
better...well that is what my
human said BOL!
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I NTERVIEW WITH C ASSIE
Tell me a little bit about yourself:
Hi I'm Cassie I'm ten week old
blue fawn brindle whippet
puppy. I came from west Auckland County Durham and now
live in shildon with my new
daddy Simon.
How many humans/siblings do
you have and long have you
had them?
I live with my daddy. He got a
gf but don't live with me and u
got grandad and uncle I sometimes stop with.
Do you work? If so where/
what do you do?
No I'm a pup of leisure lol
If you could choose your name
what would it be?
I quite like Cassie but think
something fast like flash.

What is your favourite food?
I have been on pedigree chum
puppy food but my daddy's introducing me to waighwrigts
complete which is yummy.
Where is your favourite place
to be?
On my furry big bed next to
daddy snoozing or on daddy's
knee
What is your favourite way to
entertain yourself (annoy your
humans)?
Run around with my toys and
play fetch and tug of war with
daddy

enjoy the big world outside
and start puppy training classes
If you could be/do anything
for a day, what would it be?
Play with my brothers and sisters.
Finally and most importantly...What was your human’s most embarrassing moment
I chewed my way out my travel
crate at uncle Richard this
weekend daddy was not happy

What is your greatest
accomplishment?
Think I just become house
trained I cry to go out
What is your next goal in
life? Get last injection and

R EADER ’ S S TORY - S POOKY VISITOR
Hi cassie here. My dad was
feeling down and missing my
gran that passed last November even before I was born.
So I went of for a few drinks
with him. Try cheer him up.
Having a few photos taken as
normal dad love taking photos
of me, well I am a diva lol, and
posted them on social media.

Some one
pointed out
in my ear I
had a face. It
was gran
coming to
tell daddy
she fine.
Also next
morning we
went for a early walk and I

had a
beam of
light on me
from
heaven.
This had
given my
dad a lot of comfort as I know
he misses gran loads. He believe I was sent by her I think I
was.
Love my dad loads.
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E VENTS

IN

2018

Please check with the organisers for any changes that may occur to the events

May 2018:

Saturday 19th - Traquair House, Peeblesshire - Ruff Dugger - 3pm start

June 2018:
Sunday 3rd - Great North Dog Walk, South Shields - 10.30 am start

September 2018:

Sunday 23rd - Wag and Company, Kielder Water - 10.30 am start
*** For more details and to see all events visit my website Events page ***

A DVERTISMENT

Not sure which of our treats to try? Try our Starter pack of 6 delicious air
dried treats. Our handmade training treats are available to purchase now,
either online or in our pet shop! The perfect training treat that are not only
healthy & natural they are made right here in the U.K.
www.treats2sit4.co.uk
07598971990
Quote TIGGER11 when responding to this advert
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F INDING A FOREVER SOFA
Rescue: Super Sighthound Rescue
Name: Shadow
Breed: Lurcher
Age: 8 Months old
Gender: Male
Notes: Cat friendly with confident cats. Kids 10+. Can be jealous of other dogs getting

attention. Working on crate training. A bit of separation anxiety. Special food due to
digestion problems. Perhaps older bitch to show him the ropes. Needs further training.

Rescue: Super Sighthound Rescue
Name: Thomas
Breed: Greyhound
Age: 8 Years old
Gender: Male
Notes: Looking for permanent foster home. Thomas has some separation anxiety so will need a home where someone is around most of the time.

Rescue: Fen Bank Greyhound Sanctuary
Name: Terry
Breed: Greyhound
Age: 4 Years Old
Gender: Male
Notes: Terry is the strong, handsome type. He arrived a bit unloved and unfortunately had
some damage to his tail which had to be removed, leaving a very waggy stump. He is still very
strong on the lead but is improving, he is keen to please and is very friendly with everyone.

Rescue: Fen Bank Greyhound Sanctuary
Name: Zac
Breed: Greyhound
Age: 6 Years Old
Gender: Male
Notes: Zac loves lots of cuddles and playing in the paddock.
Note from trainer he can become protective of his carers, so needs a savvy
owner. He’s shown no signs of this at the kennels but will be monitored.
Rescue: Norfolk Greyhound Rescue
Name: Lola
Breed: Sighthound
Age: 10 Years Old
Gender: Female
Notes: Beautiful lady Lola was in the garden enjoying the sun on her back and the
grass under her feet. Looking for a quiet home to call her own. If you could love this
girl. Great with other dogs, house clean.
Rescue: Norfolk Greyhound Rescue
Name: Rory
Breed: Lurcher
Age: Approx 3 Years Old
Gender: Male
Notes: Goof ball and fun loving Rory ! A real smiler ! This happy brindle lurcher boy
found as a stray. Rory is playful, energetic, goof ball ! affectionate, and just happy to
be with you and have his ears rubbed. He is looking for his forever home.
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A NNOUNCEMENTS
Birthday and Gotcha
Announcements

Rainbow Bridge
Announcements

Socks will be celebrating her
10th Birthday on
the 1st May

Memories
Announcements

Honey will be celebrating her
2nd Gotcha Day on
the 4th May

Dax crossed the Rainbow Bridge
on the 3rd May 2000
Eighteen years have passed old
chap, you are still remembered

Aero crossed the Rainbow Bridge
on the 5th May 2017
He was 12 years old
Run free Aero

Senna will be celebrating her
6th Birthday on
the 17th May

6th November 2005 to 5th May 2017

Tiz crossed the Rainbow Bridge
on the 26th May 2010
She was 11 years old
Run free Tiz

Harley will be celebrating
his 3rd Birthday on
the 21st May
waggy tails from his sister
Misty and brother Jasper

Zanardi will be celebrating his
1st Gotcha Day on
the 25th May

10th January 1999 to 26th May 2010

Other
Announcements
To be included in my Birthday/Gotcha/
Rainbow/Other announcements.
Visit my website and add your
announcement in the relevant month
Thank you
www.tigger.club/index.php/forum/
announcements
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O UT AND A BOUT

(C ONT .)

T YNE AND W EAR
Visit my website
Out and About section

Eating Out (Cont.):

Shops/Stores:

Hedleys Riverside Coffee Shop
Newburn Tel: 0191 2648555

Go Outdoors
Newcastle Tel: 0344 3876757

Long Play Cafe
Newcastle Tel: 07800938247
Pulp Fiction Future Food
Whitley Bay Tel: 0191 2522205

Accommodation:
No listings yet for this category

Beaches:
There are 13 beaches in the
Tyne and Wear area

Daycare/Boarding:
Canine Camp
Tel: 0191 2909938

Eating Out:

The Keel Row
Seaton Delaval
Tel: 0191 2370060

Doggie Diner
Sunderland Tel: 0191 7068500

Blue Dog Canine Services
Tel: 0191 4604079
Walk and Watch
Tel: 07505121220

Groups:
Podencos In North East

Walks:
No listings yet for this category

Historical:
Hylton Castle
English Heritage
Tel: 01661 843276
Tynemouth Priory
English Heritage
Tel: 01661 843276

Brown’s Salthouse
Cullercoats Tel: 0191 2511699
Castaways Tea Shop
Seaton Sluice
Tel: 0191 2370638

Walkers/Sitters:

Secure Fields:
There are no listings yet for
this category

If you know of any dog friendly
places to visit that are not
listed let me know and I will
get them added.
When you visit any of the
places listed send me a review
about your visit and I will add
it to the listing.
Email me at:
tigger@tigger.club
Or visit my forum and post
there. Tigger Club Forum

To see where else you can take your humans while out and about
visit my website: www.tigger.club/outandabout
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Thank you for reading
I hope you enjoyed it
Let me know what you thought of this publication.
You can contact me by email at:
tigger@tigger.club
Or you can follow me on:
Twitter : Tiggers_Tails and TiggerClubNews
Facebook: Tiggers_Tails and TiggerClubNews
Instagram: Tiggers_Tails
LinkedIn: Tiggers Tails

You can read this newspaper FREE from my website: www.tigger.club
Or you can also visit selected dog friendly stockists to read or get a printed copy:
* Pulp Fiction Future Foods - Whitley Bay * Voicemail Mobile Phones - Blyth
* Cupcake Lane - Wolverhampton
* Woodbridge Emporium - Woodbridge
* Brown’s Salthouse - Cullercoats
* Cadwaladers (7 stores)
* Treats2sit4
* Cosaig Self Catering
* The Copper Kettle Tearooms - Bamburgh * Doggie Diner (3 stores)
* Castaways Tea Shop - Seaton Sluice
*Keel Row Pub - Seaton Delaval
* Chesterfield Hydrotherapy Referral Centre
Contact me at tigger@tigger.club if you are interested in placing an advert

NOTE: There is a charge to place an advert in this publication
Events and Announcements are listed FREE
Email me for more details: tigger@tigger.club

This newspaper and its content are the copyright of
Tigger (and my human) Tiggers_Tails, TiggersTailsClub, Tigger Club - © 2018.
All rights reserved.
Any unauthorised copying or reproduction of any content of this publication is strictly prohibited

